
5th Grade Math and 

Science Curriculum



Math



Whole Number Operations:

● Add and subtract positive rational numbers

● Solve multi step equations

● Simplify equations using all 4 operations and include up to 2 sets of grouping. 

Be able to explain the meaning of different grouping symbols (brackets and 

parentheses)

● Estimate to determine solutions.

● Multiply with fluency 

● Multiply a three digit number by a two digit number

● Solve with proficiency for quotients of up to a four‐digit dividend by a two‐digit 

divisor using strategies and the standard algorithm

● Identify prime and composite numbers.  



Decimals:

● Compare and order two decimals to thousandths and represent comparisons 

using the symbols >, <, or =

● Multiply decimals to the hundredths place

● Correct placement of the decimal

● Solve for quotients of decimals to the hundredths, up to four‐digit dividends 

and two‐digit whole number divisors.

● Represent the value of the digit in decimals through the thousandths using 

expanded notation and numerals.

● Round decimals to the tenths or hundredths place.



Fractions:

● Divide whole number by a unit fraction and a fraction by a whole number 

using objects and pictorial models, including are models.

● Solve multiplication of a whole number and a fraction using objects and 

pictorial models, including area models.

● Represent and solve addition and subtraction of fractions with unequal 

denominators.  



Graphing and Coordinate Planes:

● Generate a numerical pattern when given a rule.

● Recognize the difference between additive and multiplicative numerical 

patterns given in a table or graph.

● Graph in the first quadrant of the coordinate plane using a set of ordered 

pairs.

● Describe the attributes of a coordinate plane.

● Describe the process for graphing ordered pairs of numbers in the first 

quadrant of the coordinate plane



Geometry and Measurement:

● Classify 2D figures using different graphic organizers to describe their 

attributes.

● Solve problems to find perimeter, area, and volume.

● Be able to identify the correct formula to solve perimeter, area, and volume. 

● Solve problems by calculating conversions within a measurement system, 

customary or metric.



Data Analysis:

● Solve one and two step problems using data from a frequency table, dot plot, 

bar graph, stem‐and‐leaf plot, or scatterplot.

● represent categorical data with bar graphs or frequency tables and numerical 

data, including data sets of measurements in fractions or decimals, with dot 

plots or stem‐and‐leaf plots



Personal Financial Literacy:

● Define income tax, payroll tax, sales tax, and property tax

● Explain the difference between gross income and net income

● Describe actions that might be taken to balance a budget when expenses 

exceed income

● Balance a simple budget



Science



Physical Properties of Matter:

● Classify matter by different observable physical properties: mass, magnetism, 

physical state (solid, liquid, and gas), relative density (sinking and floating 

using water as a reference point), solubility in water, and the ability to conduct 

or insulate thermal energy or electric energy.

● Demonstrate, explain, and give examples of a mixture and a solution.

● Identify physical changes that occur.



Force, Energy, and Motion:

● Explore types and uses of energy including:  thermal, sound, mechanical, 

light, and electrical.

● Demonstrate the flow of energy in a circuit.  

● Explain types of circuits.

● Demonstrate how light travels and if it is reflected or refracted.

● Design an experimental investigation that tests force.



Natural Resources and Changes to Earth's 

Surface:

● Explore the processes that led to the formation of sedimentary rock and fossil 

fuels.

● Recognize how landforms such as sand dunes, canyons, and deltas are 

formed and change due to wind, water, and ice.

● Explain weathering, erosion, and deposition



Weather:

● Explain the difference and give examples of weather and climate.

● Explain how the sun and ocean interact in the water cycle.



Space: 

● Demonstrate how the earth rotates on an axis once every 24 hours causing 

the day/night cycle and the apparent movement of the sun across the sky.

● Explain why shadows change throughout the day.

● Identify and compare physical characteristics of the earth, moon, and sun.



Organisms and Environments:

● Observe the way an organism lives and survives in its environment by 

interacting with living and non living organisms.

● Describe the flow of energy within a food web and identify the roles of the 

sun, producers, consumers, and decomposers.

● Predict the effects of changes in an ecosystem from both natural causes and 

man made causes.

● Identify fossils of past living organisms to make predictions about 

environments.



Adaptations and Behaviors:

● Compare the structures and functions of different living organisms that help 

them live and survive in their environments.

● Differentiate between inherited traits of plants and animals such as types of 

leaves or shape of beak and learned behaviors in animals such as learning 

tricks or learning to ride a bicycle.


